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Mega art event for the 45th birthday
esz AG celebrated its 45th birthday in June with a three-day art event. Together with the artist Phil
Splash, known as the "Million Painter", the esz employees worked on a work of art. The result is a
large-format painting that will adorn the company bistro in the future.
Creating something sustainable together and having fun at the same time. This was the idea for the 45th
birthday of esz AG calibration & metrology. This resulted in an art event of a somewhat different kind.
From June 21 to 23, the calibration laboratory invited all employees to become part of a large painting
and to participate in its creation. In a specially created pop-up studio at the company's site in Eichenau,
artist Phil Splash, known as the "Million Painter," drew portraits of the employees on canvas. Afterwards,
those drawn took up a paintbrush themselves and painted their own portrait to suit their mood. In the
end, over 80 individual, colorful pictures adorned the 4.5 square meter canvas. Phil Splash finally made
sure that the many individual portraits came together to form a complete work of art.
Corona-conditioned, only small groups could work one after the other, in compliance with hygiene rules
and the minimum distance, in the pop-up studio and relax with casual music, cool drinks and snacks. The
ceremonial unveiling of the artwork also had to take place without employee participation. Therefore, esz
AG decided to stream the ceremony. This gave all employees at the seven locations the opportunity to be
present live on their computer screens as the esz AG board members Oliver T. Fleischmann and Philip M.
Fleischmann unveiled the esz work of art.
At the beginning of the ceremony, the company founder Siegfried Fleischmann addressed a few words to
the staff. In his speech, he reiterated the important part that each and every employee playes in the
success of esz, thanked them for their loyalty and commitment, especially during the pandemic, and
stated, "We have to get on with it, and we will get on with it. I'm sure 45 years of esz AG is just the
beginning." The esz AG board members then honored ten employees for their many years of service to
the company
"Celebrating a 45th company birthday with such a big event is certainly not common. However, it was
important to us not only to commemorate the founding of esz in 1976, but also to give something back to
our employees after 15 months of pandemic," explains Oliver T. Fleischmann. "With this picture, a lasting
work of art has been created that will bring us all much joy in the future. It will get a place of honor in our
new company bistro and will be a real eye-catcher there."
Philip M. Fleischmann adds: "All these wonderful portraits on the canvas also stand for the coming
together of our workforce during the pandemic. Thus, the painting is not only a successful work of art, but
a symbol for the cohesion within esz AG."
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esz AG calibration & metrology are one of the leading
metrology laboratories in Europe. Core competencies
include calibration, repair, asset management and
logistical service in the field of industrial measurement
technology.
Customized solutions, a great performance portfolio as
well as cost transparency highlight esz AG calibration &
metrology. World leading and global operating companies
count on the reliability of this metrology laboratory with
headquarters in Eichenau nearby Munich, Germany for 45
years.

